Kimball Ministry Needs 2021

Lowes Gift Cards
Wal Mart Gift Cards
Oscillating saw and blades
Power miter saw (10” or 12”), with stand if available
Reciprocating saw blades
Deck screws (2 ½” and 3” torx head)
Kilz primer
Good quality paint brushes (1 ½” and 2”)
New kitchen, lavatory, and tub/shower faucets
Smoke detectors, CO2 detectors (new, with batteries)
House wrap, ice guard, synthetic roofing membrane
20 volt cordless tools (we have mostly Porter Cable, but would like to move toward Dewalt)
Finish nail gun – 16 gauge, up to 2.5”
Belt Sander
Electric handheld planer
Heavy duty pruner
Pop up canopies
Roof ridge ladder hook